Abstract
Introduction
The Ottoman Turks have left large number of inscriptions, which contribute to our knowledge of the histories of individual monuments and persons and of the practices and believes related to such charities as foundations for the general benefits, or they upkeep; they are of interest also from the artistic and religious points of view. Rythemno (a) , fig. (1) was the most important town in Crete Island. The town was very rich in inscriptions, as mentioned in Evliya Çelebi 1669 AD. Some of them are very old and some figuring among the finest specimens to be found in the Islands. The present paper contains many inscriptions, with translation and transliterations and commentaries, of the monumental inscriptions written in Ottoman script and possessing historical value that survive in the town. The Ottoman inscriptions gained a great attention of many scientists and researchers who specialize in the study of Islamic monuments. These inscriptions are important field and distinct branch of the branches of archaeological studies was the writings of an important and unique role of Islamic architecture throughout the Islamic countries as well as countries that fell under Muslim rule over the centuries. The Arabic writing that still lingers now on to the Ottoman monuments is the only characteristic of the Islamic identity of many of them in Europe, especially after exposure to these monuments successive campaigns to obliterate the Islamic identity in general and its Turkish identity particularly in the periods of the intense conflict between Greeks and Turks. From here the importance of this study, which are interested to register the remains inscriptions on the Ottoman monuments in the city of Rethymno in the island of Crete. This study seeks, to translate and analyze the monumental inscriptions, which were recorded with Arabic characters in Ottoman language, and contains multiple implications as will be seen through this paper. So, the paper will study these inscriptions by defining the follow: * The address of the monument on the archaeological map. * Material: defining the kind of the row material of the monument. * Type of calligraphy: defining the kinds of Khat such as the naskh and tuluth. * Chronograph: indicating the date which recorded in the inscription, by the Islamic or Georgian chronology. * Description: describing the building and the area which contains the text and how it was divided. * Translation: to translate the text from the ottoman to English. This paper will be one of serial of researches, studding the meaning and the shapes of the Arabic inscriptions in Crete Island. Also it is very interesting with the titles and the names of the founders of the buildings. 
The Transcription of The Ottoman Alphabet
In general, Ottoman Turkish wards are transcribed in this paper according to the spelling employing in Islam Ansiklopidisi [1] , tab. (1) which I think that it is very voluble in the excerption of the phonetics of the ottoman letters. 
Previous Studies
The earliest serious edition of Ottoman inscriptions, successful also from the methodical point of view, is that of Islamic, predominantly Turkish epigraphy of Dijkeam. F. [2] . Again methodically a well-presented are the Ottoman inscriptions contained in the MCIA of Max Van Berchem [3] . Espec-T Z Z ially important for our understanding of Ottoman inscriptions in Arabic are V. Berchem studies, in the commentaries, words and terms. Also there was the edition of the Turkish scholar Halil Edhem [4] . These studies are very fundamental for our knowledge of Ottoman epigraphy. There were not earlier records of Ottoman inscriptions in Rethymno. None of the texts contained in the present time has been presented in a critical edition. But there are some works to record the Ottoman inscriptions in all towns of Crete Island. Among these works are the studies of IMS in Rethymno by Kolovos. V and his collaborators [5] . This study can be distinguished with presenting the histories of the town and of its monuments and details in a useful manner. A part of very successive histories of Crete, the Seyahatname of famous traveler Evliya Çelebi, who visited the island in 1669 AD, it contains occasional records of inscriptions [6] . Many of the inscriptions in our object are still on the monuments to which they belong to, fig. (2) . Those that have been removed, are in the museums of the Island. I hope to make this paper the source for all details about these inscriptions and the origins of these stones. The preserved Arabic inscription of Greece could be categorized into two categories, the first that are in Arabic language and the second that are in Ottoman language. In the ottoman monuments, inscriptions are written in two languages Arabic and Turkish. Turkish language (Ottoman script) was written in Perso-Arabic alphabet. As a result, the inscriptions in both Arabic and Turkish took the same appearance (letters). In fact, the Qurānic quotations, Prophet Muhammad's sayings, wise or poetic phrases are written in Arabic language throughout the Ottoman Empire's era. It is noticed that the dedicatory inscriptions' language was Arabic, in general, till the second half of the 16 th century, when it was replaced by the Ottoman script. This phenomenon will be discussed through the answer of three questions related to the dedicatory inscriptions language as follows; 1. Why Arabic language was adopted by the Ottomans as a formal language or the dedicatory inscriptions languages 2. When did the dedicatory inscriptions language of the Ottoman monuments in Greece change from Arabic into Turkish Ottoman script? 3. Why was Arabic language replaced by Turkish Ottoman script?. In order to answer the first question; The answer simply can be found in the history of the origin of the Ottomans. The second query relates to the time when the dedicatory inscriptions Language of the Ottoman monuments changed from Arabic into Turkish Ottoman script. Approximately, from the second half of the 16 th century onwards, the dedicatory inscriptions language has been changed into Turkish Ottoman script with rare exceptions in Greece [7] . But in Rethymno, there were not any Arabic inscription on the monuments or mentioned in Evliya Çelebi [8] . This case was not only in Rethymno, but also in all Greece and Balkan [9] . Then the language of the Ottoman dedicatory inscriptions in Greece changed from Arabic into Turkish Ottoman script during the second half of the 16 th century. However, this change occurred gradually and without political decisions. The matter that leads to the third query; why Turkish Ottoman script used instead of Arabic?. This change corres-ponds to the sudden change23 in the expansion policy of the Ottoman state under the reign of Sultan Selim I (1512-1520 AD). This policy which was working mostly against the West and the Beyliks before his reign transformed towards the Islamic world in the East, in order to be the unique Islamic power in the world and the largest and the greatest empire at that time. So, the war was waged against Persia and Mesopot-amia, in sequence against the Mamluk state in Syria, Egypt and Palestine, followed by the domination over the holy cities of Islam and soon to Yemen [7] . There were many changes in political and literature life, also in the Ottoman art and architecture, the matter which was reflected directly on the language of the monumental inscriptions in Ottoman Age. In nearly all the inscriptions on the Ottoman constructions in the town of Rythemno, the lines or sometimes the complete texts are enclosed in cartouches. The right and left extremities of these present a variety of shapes, of which as a rule only on is used in each inscription. In our case, there are many examples of inscriptions with separated lines by rectangular frames, it have also been called cartouches. Although, in fact, they are intended not as decorations but to separate lines. Some scholars says that each of these shapes has proved to be related to a particular period, so that it is sometimes possible to determine approximately the age of an undated inscription or demonstrate that an inscription is likely to have been made at another time than its date suggests. The remaining inscriptions on the Ottoman buildings in Crete Island Contains many of contents, which varied between monumentally, docume-ntary, Supplica-tions and religious writings. This paper will focus on the monumental inscriptions which remain on the Ottoman monuments in town.
The Remaining Inscription in Rythemno
There are many Turkish monuments that still remain in Rythemno city, these buildings were numerous and varied to include the types of religious buildings such as mosques, schools and civilian homes, facilities and public utilities like the water fountains, cisterns and water tanks, as well as public baths. [12] . There are two Ottoman inscriptions on the Building, which is still in use for the water supply of the city of Rethymno; the first inscription formally situated above the entrance of the reservoir, the second one mentions Mahmud Celal-eddin Pasha as its composer.
Plate (1) The water reservoir of Rethymno.
The first foundational text of the cisterns of Rythemno
The first inscription contains six lines, preceded by a tuğra (imperial monogram) ( The fountain located between the Cemetery and the church of Themo Stavrou, in the North West corner of the public garden of Rythemno, to serve the people of this area. According to the inscription, the fountain was Constr- -Transliteration "Mukaddem bu mahalle çeşmeden hali olup halkı / düşerdi ihtiyaç ve ıztıraba su içün her gâh // Klabsarzade Yunus Ağanın mahdumu Edhem Bey / yapup bir çeşme Allah çün oldu ecr ve rahmethah // içenler bu sudan bir fatiha ile zikr ola / canib-i zu'l-ataya ve pürmükâfatını cenette // şeyh ile nazar oldu musanna mısra-ı tarih / şu dilcu çeşmeden ab-ı revan iç fi sebilillah // 1280", pl. (6-a) & fig. (5 [16] . The oldest reference we have dates 1648 AD [17] . Turhan Hadice established in 1659 a charitable foundation for the maintenance of the mosque and a school [18] . The mosque has three inscriptions: 4.4.1. The inscription above the entrance It recorded that the mosque had renewed in 1816 by Hilmi Ibrahim Pasha, pl. (7) [15] , but unfortunately it is very difficult to read it. The inscription situated above the entrance of the minaret, it was entirely preserved and told us many historical information; the date of re-construction, the name of the founder [18] , pl. (8) According to this inscription, the minaret was built in15 Rebiyülevvel 1295/1878 AD. The date in this inscription is not written directly, but it is extract from the last line of the text, which known through the so called Abced numerals; it is a decimal numeral system in which the 28 letters of the Arabic alphabet are assigned numerical values. They have been used in the Arabic-speaking world since before the 8 th century Arabic numerals. According to this system, the minaret is dated in 1878 AD.
The inscription of Veli Pasha Mosque (Mastabas mosque)
-Address: Mastabas area, Rythemno -Material: Sandstone -Type of calligraphy: Nasta'lek -Chronograph: 1651AD / 1204 AH -Description:
The mosque was built by Veli Pasha, who had founded a tekke nearby at the same date [15] . It is believed that the mosque was constructed in the ruins of the Christian catholic church of Agios Onouforios [19] . The minaret of the mosque is dated in 1789/90 AD, the oldest minaret standing in Rethymno. The inscription on the minaret, pl. (9) Muslims of the city were participated to build it from 1888. They aimed to teach 195 students, the building was finished in 1891 and the opening was in 1893 [12] . 
Conclusion
The ottoman inscriptions and buildings have great historical importance. They give hitherto unknown information, or give a richer view of the actions of certain persons than can be obtained from other sources. In our case the inscriptions make history come alive for us to have a complete view about the Ottoman Turks in the town of Rythemno. The present paper contains the first critical study and the translation and the commentaries of the monumental inscriptions written in Arabic script in Ottoman language and possessing historical values that survive in this town. The Ottoman inscriptions of the town were belongs mainly to pious foundation and contains only the title of the founder, the function of the building and the dates which recorded by the numbers and the abced values. These inscriptions have been recorded without any signature of calligraphies or Quranic verses. The Ottoman historical monumental inscriptions in Rythemno, where buildings still have are the original inscriptions of the buildings. We can say that; all of these inscriptions came in Ottoman language, except the religious inscriptions which recorded above the mihrabs of Sultan Ibrahim and the Valide Pasha mosque. The chronogram which gives of constructions was according to two styles; the first was numerical system. The second was according to the Ebced system where the Arabic letters assigned numerical values. In the same time we can say that the two systems were typical in all cases of monumental inscriptions of Rythemno. In nearly all the inscriptions on the Ottoman constructions in the town of Rythemno, the lines or sometimes the complete texts are enclosed in cartouches. The right and left extremities of these present a variety of shapes. The material upon which the carved inscriptions are mad proved, whenever it could be identified, to be almost invariably white and grayish marble and sand stone. It is difficult here to examine all the titles in details. So I will discuss in general this point in the next paper which will focus the meanings and the titles of these monumental inscriptions. There were different types of dating: The preserved Ottoman inscriptions of Greece have two types of dating; in words, (Hisab Aldjumual) and in numbers, sometimes one inscription includes two types together such as the case of the inscriptions in Rethymno which includes the two types together. The date at all times is stated in Hijra calendar (also known as lunar 'qamari' or Islamic calendar) (e) . 
Endnotes

